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Abstract

Background: Foam density, microstructural features (e.g., pores sizes and wall thick-

nesses), and strain rate have significant influence on the mechanical response of poly-

meric foams. Objective: The main objective of this study is to study the combined

influence of density, microstructure, and strain-rate on compressive response, damage

accumulation, and failure mechanisms in polymeric foams. Methods: Microstructural

morphological parameters (e.g., pores sizes and wall thicknesses) have been quantified

using Micro X-ray tomography and MATLAB-based techniques. Polymeric foam sam-

ples were examined under uniaxial compression loading at quasistatic (0.001 to 0.1s−1),

intermediate (1 to 250s−1), and dynamic strain rates (3200 to 5700s−1). All experiments

were coupled with high speed cameras to measure strain using 2D digital image correla-

tion, and to visualize deformation. Results: The variation of the mechanical properties

across all densities (e.g., elastic modulus and collapse stress) are found to behave in a

power-law fashion with respect to strain rate. A comprehensive dataset across varied

range of densities and strain rates, especially intermediate strain rates is lacking in pre-
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vious research, and generalized phenomenological relationships developed in this paper

to predict combined influences of density, microstructure, and strain-rate over varied

range of materials are important contributions of this work. Conclusions: The results

showed that the power-law relationships act as a good predictor for the prediction of

mechanical properties and elastic response, and as an indicator for damage mechanisms

in these polymeric foams.

Keywords: computed tomography, polymeric foam, microstructure, compression,

strain rate

1. Nomenclature1

Foam density ρ kg/m3

Base polymer density ρs kg/m3

Relative density R -

Porosity φ -

Foam elastic modulus E MPa

Base polymer elastic modulus Es MPa

Characteristic modulus E0 MPa

Engineering stress σ MPa

Pore collapse strength σpl MPa

Axial strain ε mm/mm

Strain rate ε̇ s−1

Reference strain rate ε̇0 s−1

Pore size Di µm

Wall thickness ti µm
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2. Introduction2

Polymeric foam materials are used to mitigate energy transfer between objects dur-3

ing a varied range of events. These foams are used in a wide range of applications such4

as military [1, 2], aerospace [1, 3, 4], automotive [3, 4], and packaging applications [2].5

Their low densities and energy absorbing capabilities make them an ideal candidate for6

usage as protection materials, such as in personal protection equipment (PPE) like hel-7

met liner materials [2, 5] and knee pads [5]. In these applications, the foams are often8

subjected to severe loadings involving multi-axial stress states and dynamic strain rate9

loading conditions. By gaining a better understanding of the mechanical properties of10

polymeric foams, higher quality protective equipment materials may be manufactured.11

Studies on the use of foams for protective applications have considered a variety12

of possible materials that could be used in dynamic environments, such as functionally13

graded foams (FGF)[6], micro-lattice structures[7], and single and bi−layered foams14

[8]. For example, Cui et al.[6] investigated the properties of FGFs and found that they15

are more effective at absorbing energy at lower strain rates and are slightly less effective16

at high strain rates because the foam properties are dominated by the lowest density17

layers at high strain rates. In a separate study, Schaedler et al.[7] studied micro-lattice18

structures finding that their energy absorbing capabilities are higher at lower strain rates,19

although, further investigation is required for higher strain rates. In another study, Fitek20

et al.[8] compared the peak acceleration responses helmets with different foam liners of21

a range of densities from 32 to 80 kg/m3. These foams were studied under both qua-22

sistatic and impact loading conditions, and acceleration responses were compared with23

finite element method (FEM) simulations to make quantitative comparison of compres-24

sive response between materials of different densities. From the results in these studies25
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[6–8], it was observed that the relationship between density, strain rate, and mechanical26

strengths in these materials are not fully understood.27

To characterize foam materials, some authors used energy absorption diagrams,28

which plots the amount of absorbed energy as a function of the transmitted load [9].29

Other authors have investigated in more details the microstructure [10], density [10, 11]30

and strain rate [10, 11] [5, 12–14], effects on mechanical properties. In their study, Saha31

et al.[11] discuss the behavior of closed-cell polyurethane and polyvinyl chloride (PVC)32

foams under compressive dynamic loading conditions and show that PVC foams show a33

higher degree of strain rate dependency on performance when compared to polyurethane34

foams. It is observed that in these materials, stress is dependent on combined effects35

of strain rate, stress state, and mode of failure. In another study, Di Landro et al. [10]36

observed the effects of density on mechanical response, and found that higher density37

foams have a higher compressive plateau, so they are able to absorb more energy at38

constant stress. This may help reduce transmitted load while limiting the load on the39

structure, compared to a lower density foam, which may densify and end up transferring40

higher loads. They also observed that higher density foams transmit relatively higher41

instantaneous acceleration loads, which are often an undesirable type of load transfer42

in impact applications [8]. A number of other studies aimed at studying density effects43

have found that higher densities in foams lead to increasing energy absorption with in-44

creasing strain rates [5, 11, 15, 16] up to a threshold density and strain rate. For example45

in one study, Ouellet et al.[12] found this threshold rate to be approximately 1000s−1,46

after which the rate sensitivity is observed to change [6, 12].47

In addition to efforts made to investigate material responses under different stress48

states [10, 11, 16, 17], and for a range of density effects [5, 10, 11, 18–20], the sen-49

sitivity of mechanical response to microstructure (pore morphology) in foams is also50
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documented [1, 5, 11, 21, 22]. One way to examine material microstructures is through51

the use of micro X-ray computed tomography [23] which allows for examination of52

the internal microstructure of the foam. Micro X-ray computed tomography (XCT) is53

a widely recognized characterization technique that makes use of computer processed54

X-ray measurements to reproduce cross−sectional images of internal objects for a range55

of different materials [1, 24, 25]. By examining the microstructure of the foam material56

before and/or after experiments, one is able to gain insight into the relationship be-57

tween foam pore size and wall thickness with the mechanical behavior of the material.58

This is important because some studies [5, 11] involving foams have compared differ-59

ent microstructures, finding that the smaller pore size generally had higher strengths and60

absorbed more energy at high strain rates when compared to larger pore sizes. In one61

example, Bouix et al.[5] also found that changes in the strain rate have smaller effects on62

foams with smaller pore sizes compared with larger pore sizes. Altogether, these stud-63

ies point to the importance of the microstructure length scales on the rate-dependent64

response of polymeric foams.65

In the present paper, we seek to explore the effects of density, microstructure (pore66

size and wall thickness), and strain rate on the mechanical response of polymeric foams.67

This paper is comprised of the following sections: first, experimental methods are pre-68

sented that include microstructure characterization techniques, specimen preparation,69

and mechanical testing. This is followed by the presentation of the experimental re-70

sults. These results are supported by XCT images, cumulative distribution functions71

of microstructural features (e.g., pore size), and stress-strain curves. Finally, empirical72

relationships of mechanical strength parameters are described along with detailed dis-73

cussion of implications and contributions of the present work with respect to the existing74

literature.75
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3. Experimental Methods76

The materials investigated in this work are open-cell polyurethane foams that were77

manufactured by PORON. In this study, foams of three different densities are exam-78

ined under uniaxial compression loading at quasistatic, intermediate, and dynamic strain79

rates. The material densities were: 195 kg/m3 (termed ’low density’ or LD throughout80

for brevity), 244 kg/m3 (termed ’medium density’ or MD) and 405 kg/m3 (termed ’high81

density’ or HD). The density of the samples is measured through Archimedes principal82

(weighing and measuring displacement volume) and these measurements match those83

listed by the supplier, which are obtained using ASTM D 3574-95 Test A standard [26].84

The chemical composition of the materials is held proprietary by the manufacturer and85

some of the physical and mechanical properties provided by the manufacturer are listed86

in Table 1. Generally, it is observed that strengths increase as the density increases.87

Table 1: Physical and mechanical properties of PORON XRD foams provided by the manufacturer [26–
28].

Property Test method
Material

LD MD HD

Density (specific gravity) ASTM D 3574-95 Test A 0.14 0.19 0.40

Compressive strength (kPa) 0.08s−1@ 25% deflection 8-23 10-38 69-138

Tear Strength, min. (kN/m) ASTM D 624 Die C 0.8 0.9 2.5

Tensile Elongation, min. (%) ASTM D 3574 Test E >145

Tensile Strength, min. (kPa) ASTM D 3574 Test E 207 310 483

3.1. Microstructure Characterization88

Shown in Figure 1 are the microstructures of the three different density foams. These89

images are XCT scans of the pristine specimens. Visually comparing the low density90
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Fig. 1: Pristine microstructures of open-cell polyurethane foams with different densities of
195kg/m3(LD), 244kg/m3 (MD), and 405kg/m3 (HD) obtained from X-ray tomography scans.

foam (195kg/m3) to the high density foam (405kg/m3), differences in pore sizes and the91

number of pores are noted. It is generally observed from these images that as density92

decreases the average pore size typically increases, and for a given specimen size, this93

causes a reduced number of total number of pores available for pore characterization.94

These characteristics will be quantified later. Conventionally [29, 30], authors classify95

open-cell foams based on the relative density (ρ/ρs) of the foam. In the present study, X-96

Ray tomography reconstructions are also used to identify the connectivity of the pores97

to determine whether or not the foam is open- or closed-cell, and it was also found that98

the ratio of volume of completely closed pores compared to scan volume was relatively99

low, confirming the macroscopic open-cell nature of the foams.100

Synchrotron radiation based X−ray microtomography was performed at the Biomed-101

ical Imaging and Therapy (BMIT) facility − Canadian Light Source (CLS)[31] 05ID−2102

− SOE−1 hutch, Saskatoon, to obtain volumetric information on the microstructure.103

The specimens were mounted with their loading axis parallel to the scan direction. The104

resolution of the scans was 1µm per voxel and the maximum scan thickness was 5mm.105

This resolution provides sufficient scan volume in order to resolve the cell wall thickness106
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(< 30µm), and pore size (< 250µm) analysis. The specimen loading stage operated in107

intermittent motion and each specimen scan comprised 900 tomograms being acquired108

within 10 minutes over a 360◦ rotation. Reference images without the specimen, and109

dark images without X-rays were also obtained before and after every scan to increase110

the quality of images during background filtering reconstruction [32].111

Table 2: Microstucture characterization pore metrics

Type
Density
(kg/m3)

Foam
thickness (mm)

Average
pore size (µm)

Average
wall thickness (µm)

Average
porosity (φ)

LD 195 4.2 60 ± 55 10 ± 9 0.87 ± 0.06
MD 244 3 45 ± 35 11 ± 10 0.83 ± 0.06
HD 404 3 32 ± 30 11 ± 10 0.76 ± 0.05

A MATLAB-based program was developed to perform image segmentation on the112

XCT slices to calculate pore sizes and wall thicknesses. First, the original grayscale113

images are imported into an array in MATLAB and stacked over each other. Then, all114

images are converted to a binary scale with appropriate thresholding (to account for dif-115

ferences in contrast in the XCT scans) so as to identify the pore boundaries and empty116

spaces between them. This gives the representation of the specimen in the form of117

a three dimensional matrix containing 1’s (denoting solid material) and 0’s (denoting118

empty spaces or voids). The border pores are cropped out to remove the edge artifacts119

and a cylindrical projection containing pores remains as seen in Figure 2(a). Using a120

standard MATLAB function called ”erosion”, the walls are thickened to connect walls121

that may have been disconnected during image processing or pore scanning, and this122

produces completely closed pore structures. An example of the resulting image is shown123

in Figure 2(b). Using the images of the thickened pores shown in Figure 2(b), the cen-124
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troids of every pore volume are calculated in 3D using the standard ”regionprops” func-125

tion and stored. Next, the coordinates of all the centroids are plotted onto the original126

3D binarized stacked images. From these centroids, vectors are drawn in 6 orthogo-127

nal directions in ±x, ±y and ±z as shown in Figure 2(c). The program then calculates128

the number of pixels encountered as 0’s (within a pore) followed by 1’s (as it passes129

through a pore wall) along these vector directions and these pixel counts are multiplied130

by appropriate length scale conversions to calculate pore sizes and wall thicknesses.131

The pore sizes and wall thicknesses for each specimen are then tabulated and stored132

for further data processing. This type of analysis needs to be performed when working133

with open-celled microstructures because pore sizes cannot be easily determined like134

in other material systems like advanced ceramics [33]. Shown in Table 2 are the pore135

metrics calculated from characterization of the three density foams. The first column136

shows the type of foam, followed by density, and the as-received sheet thicknesses. The137

table also shows the average pore size, average wall thickness, and average porosity (φ)138

for all foams. The porosity of the low, medium, and high density foams is measured to139

be 0.87 ± 0.06, 0.83 ± 0.06, and 0.76 ± 0.05, respectively. These differences in porosity140

are obtained as a result of different thresholds across difference sample scans. Due to141

the variation of pore sizes in these materials, the total number of pores characterized142

for each density varied among each other, and were found to be ∼ 1750 pores, ∼ 3100143

pores, and ∼ 9950 pores for the LD, MD, and HD foams, respectively. It is to be noted144

that the variability in these pore metrics measurements is determined by the threshold-145

ing limits from the reconstruction. To explore the repeatability of the results, the initial146

stack of images were rotated by various degrees and the analysis was carried out on147

these images. Pore size and wall thickness distributions were found to be equivalent to148

when performing these operations on the original image stack.149
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Fig. 2: Microstructure characterization methods (a) Binarized image of foam scan with border pores
cropped out. (b) Thickened walls to identify pore centroids. (c) Zoomed view of a single pore shown
with red arrow from (b) showing orthogonal vectors extended from pore centroids to calculate pore size
and wall thickness.

3.2. Specimen Preparation for Mechanical Testing150

To ensure consistency across strain-rates in compression testing, a single specimen151

diameter was used for both quasistatic, intermediate, and dynamic experiments. Using152

a special metallic hollow punch, disk specimens of diameter 8.0± 0.3mm were cut from153

an as-received sheet of uniform thickness of 4.2 mm, 3.0 mm, and 3.0 mm for the LD,154

MD, and HD foams, respectively, with the axis of the cylindrical disk oriented along the155

through-thickness direction of the as-received sheet of foam. Care was taken to ensure156

that the end surfaces of the specimens were parallel, and that minimum damage was157

induced to the edges during specimen preparation. The sensitivity of material strengths158

to geometry, testing methods, and specimen-size effects are widely discussed in litera-159

ture [14, 34]. We note that differences in the compressive strengths between this study160

and those provided by the manufacturer is expected because the specimen sizes used in161

the ASTM D3574-95A standard [26] is cuboidal shape with a dimensions of 380 mm162

x 380 mm x 100 mm, whereas the test specimen size in our study is cylindrical shape163

with 8 mm diameter and thickness was governed by the thickness of the as-received164
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foam sheets. The sample geometries were selected based on as-received sheets, ability165

to compress to sufficient densification strains based on available experimental setups,166

to have consistent sample sizes across test setups, and to achieve reasonable strain rates167

and force equilibrium. These samples are similar sizes to those in the literature [1, 35].168

We note that potential differences in composition, pore size, and wall thicknesses may169

also occur as a result of different sizes of as−received sheets than those that are reported170

by the manufacturer.171

3.3. Quasistatic Compression Experiments172

The specimens were tested in quasistatic compression at strain rates of 0.001 to173

0.1s−1 using an Instron E3000 material testing system. A 3 kN load cell with a back-174

ground noise corresponding to approximately ±0.01 N recorded the time histories of the175

forces, and the displacement of the piston was measured to an accuracy of 0.001 mm176

using a linear variable differential transformer displacement sensor. The load cell reso-177

lution is sufficient to capture the necessary trends in the force measurement needed to178

properly assess the elastic properties. The engineering stresses are calculated by divid-179

ing the applied load by the original specimen surface area, and the engineering strains180

are computed using digital image correlation (DIC) using a high-speed AOS PROMON181

U750 camera. DIC methods are discussed in a later sub-section. Three trials with the182

same loading conditions were performed to verify repeatability of the material behavior.183

3.4. Intermediate Compression Experiments184

Intermediate strain rate compression experiments were performed at two rates using185

different loading techniques. The first strain rate, 1s−1, utilized an Instron 8871 load186

frame at displacement rates of 3 mm/s for MD and HD foams and 4.2 mm/s for LD187

foams, corresponding to the sample thicknesses. A 1 kN load cell with a background188
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noise corresponding to approximately ±0.01 N recorded the time histories of the forces.189

The deformation of the sample was recorded with a FLIR Grasshopper 3 camera at190

164 f ps with a 200mm macro lens. Both the force measurement and image captur-191

ing was controlled by the DIC software to ensure the data were time-synchronized.192

The sample surface was illuminated with a halogen fiber optic light that ensured good193

brightness even at high strains.194

The second intermediate rate was approximately 175 to 250s−1 and utilized a drop195

tower to reach the necessary velocity. A force sensor was attached to a steel base plate,196

and the sensor had a metal loading cap screwed into it that transmitted the force to the197

quartz sensing element inside the sensor. The foam sample was placed on the loading198

cap. A tup, that is the metal rod is positioned above the sample, and dropped to load199

the sample. The tup is relatively heavy (∼ 4.5 kg) compared to the foams and so the ve-200

locity is nominally constant over the majority of the loading time. The slowest velocity201

achievable was programmed into the drop tower software (770mm/s), corresponding to202

a drop height of approximately 25mm above the sample. The force sensor was a PCB203

200B04 with a capacity of 4.45kN and an upper frequency limit of 75kHz. The voltage204

output of the force sensor was measured with an oscilloscope that was triggered on the205

rise of the sensor output following impact. The sample deformation was recorded with206

an iX716 high speed camera at 20, 000 f ps and an exposure time of 20µs with a 200mm207

macro lens. When the scope triggered, a trigger signal was sent to the camera. In order208

to time-synchronize the force and camera framing, the camera exposures were sent to209

the oscilloscope and were also recorded. The samples were illuminated with multiple210

halogen fiber optic lights to ensure optimum brightness and contrast.211

For the intermediate compression tests, the engineering stresses were calculated by212

dividing the applied load by the original sample area, and the engineering strains were213
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computed using DIC software. At least three tests with the same loading conditions214

were performed to verify the repeatability of the foam behavior.215

3.5. Dynamic Compression Experiments216

The dynamic compression experiments were performed using a split-Hopkinson217

pressure bar (SHPB) apparatus with bars that were made of solid Aluminum (Al). The218

SHPB apparatus consists of a projectile launcher, a striker bar (Al), an incident bar (Al),219

and a transmission bar (Al). In a SHPB experiment, a striker bar is launched from the220

projectile launcher and strikes the incident bar, generating an elastic stress wave that221

travels through the incident bar and through the specimen, dynamically loading it. Due222

to the mismatch of mechanical impedances of the bar material and the foam specimen,223

mechanical waves are generated at either end faces of the specimen. Two strain gages224

are mounted on diametrically opposite sides of the incident bar, and the transmission225

bar via a bridge configuration, to record these mechanical waves as strain histories, and226

they are connected to a data acquisition system. The strain gages had a resistance of227

350± 0.3% with a gage factor of 2.130± 0.5% (Micro Measurements CEA-13-250UN-228

350 semiconductor strain gages). Each strain gage set was connected to an individual229

conditional amplifier (Vishay InterTechnology 2310B), and a gain of ∼ 100 to 1000230

is applied on the transmission gage signal because of the small magnitudes of trans-231

mitted pulses. The output from the conditional amplifiers is saved to an HBM Gen3i232

High-Speed Recorder at a sampling rate of 25 MHz. The background noise in these233

strain measurements was ≈ ±1 micro strain, and was found from careful observation234

of transmitted gage raw voltage data. The 1 micro strain corresponds to ∼ 20% of the235

measured strain at the onset of yielding (∼ 5 micro strain). The lengths of incident bar236

and transmission bars were 1000 and 910 mm respectively, with a diameter of 12.7 mm.237
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A 500 mm long solid flat-ended projectile with a similar diameter was used in this study238

to generate a top-hat loading profile. The length of the bars and the relative positioning239

of strain gages avoided overlapping of the stress waves [36], also ensuring that longer240

loading durations are available in order to obtain larger strains. A 160 GSM paper was241

used as a pulse shaper for the dynamic experiments, and this was selected after multiple242

trial and error methods were pursued using different pulse shapers. Paper pulse shaper243

was also used in other studies in literature [37]. The use of a paper pulse shaper did not244

change the rise time but helped reduce high frequency noise in the input wave, as well245

provided acceptable force equilibrium. The controlled deformation of the pulse shaper246

generates the desired loading profile of the input pulse that is a flat top hat, and this en-247

sures constant deformation rate in the specimen under dynamically equilibrated stress248

conditions [38]. In our SHPB experiments, the engineering stress is calculated from the249

transmitted strain-time history [39, 40].250

In the present study, the dynamic compression experiments were coupled with an251

ultra-high-speed Shimadzu HPV-X2 camera to visualize deformation features, as well252

as to perform strain measurements using DIC. The dynamic stress equilibrium in the253

specimens was verified by comparing the forces at input bar-specimen and specimen-254

transmission bar interfaces, and the force curves indicated that reasonable force equi-255

librium was attained within the specimen. Example figures of force balance curves and256

filtering of the dynamic stress-strain curves are provided by the authors in Bhagavathula257

et al.[41]. The challenges of developing SHPB systems to accurately measure the dy-258

namic response of foams are well documented in the literature [5, 11, 15, 16, 42], and259

the testing methods that are pursued in the present study are consistent with those in the260

literature.261
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3.6. Digital Image Correlation (DIC)262

DIC is used to measure the strain during experiments in all experiments. DIC is a263

non-contact full-field quantitative strain measurement technique that allows the deter-264

mination of in-plane displacement components, and therefore the surface strain fields265

experienced by the specimen during loading [23]. Imaging of specimen surface was266

conducted in all experiments to provide images for DIC. As mentioned earlier, the qua-267

sitatic testing setup was coupled with a high-speed camera AOS PROMON U750 which268

provides a resolution of 1280 x 1024 pixels and recorded at a frame rate of 100 frames269

per second. A FLIR Grasshopper 3 camera at 164 fps was used to record the 1s−1 inter-270

mediate compression experiments, and an iX716 high speed camera at 20, 000 f ps was271

used for the 175 to 250s−1 intermediate compression experiments. In the dynamic com-272

pression experiments, the ultra-high-speed camera Shimadzu HPV-X2 camera captured273

256 images for each experiment and is triggered by a split signal from the incident strain274

gage. In dynamic experiments, the ultra-high-speed camera operated at a framerate of 1275

million frames per second at a resolution of 400 x 250 pixels. The camera output pulses276

were used to correlate times between the images and the strain gage measurements.277

All cameras were equipped with a telecentric lens to eliminate out-of-plane motion cap-278

ture. The naturally occurring microstructural pore texture of the surface of the specimen279

was too small to be captured using the available pixels and hence all specimens were280

coated with black paint using an ultra-fine point Harder and Steenbeck Infinity airbrush281

to form a speckle pattern on the specimen surface for accurate correlation purposes. A282

sample speckle pattern is shown in Figure 3(a) for quasistatic compression experiment283

of PORON HD at 1s−1.284

These camera images are used for DIC strain measurements using the VIC-2D 6285

software [43]. In DIC analysis, a region of interest (ROI) is defined on the sample sur-286
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Fig. 3: (a) Speckle pattern on prepared cylindrical specimen (b) Region of interest used to compute strains
using digital image correlation.

face, and displacements of all the subsets defined within the ROI are tracked as the spec-287

imen deforms during loading. In each displacement step, the subsets in the deformed288

images are “matched” with the pattern in the reference image using the difference in289

gray scale intensity levels at each interpolation point. In each subset, a correlation peak290

is defined by interpolating the grayscale level at or between pixels, and the position291

of the peak provides a local displacement [44]. For these measurements, the optimum292

settings of the brightness and contrast on the material surface is obtained by using a293

combination of high intensity LEDs and speckle patterns. The system was adjusted for294

every specimen such that images with good sharpness and exposure are obtained which295

provided an optimal subset size in the VIC-2D 6 software. The software’s built-in algo-296

rithm provides a “suggested subset size” and noise level with the minimum estimated297

error that is based on the quality of speckle pattern and contrast level using the reference298

image. An example ROI used for DIC measurements is shown in Figure 3(b) and the299

noise level was found be to < 0.01 in all the experiments. For the large deformations300

experienced during compression, incremental DIC is utilized to avoid de-correlation,301
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which uses the image of the previous displacement step as the reference image for cor-302

relating the positions of the speckles in the next displacement step. It is to be noted303

that the primary interest in this paper is to measure the axial strain experienced by the304

specimens, and 2D DIC allows for the accurate measurement of this strain [45].305

4. Experimental Results306

4.1. Microstructure Characterization307

4.1.1. Pore size characterization308

By visualizing the pore size data (or wall thickness data) in an empirical distribution309

function (eCDF), insights can be gained as to what pore size length scales are activated310

during testing. The cumulative distribution [46] is defined as:311

G(x) =
∫ x

0
g(x̄)dx̄ (1)

where g(x̄) is the probability distribution of the pore sizes. The pore size data set in312

each direction is a discrete set of n pores with sizes of `i (i=1...n). Ordering this data313

for increasing pore size, and assigning a probability of 1/n to each pore, the normal-314

ized empirical cumulative distribution function can be computed as the sum of these315

probabilities:316

Ge(`) =
1
n

∑n

i=1
I(`i≤ `) (2)

where the indicator function I has a value of 1 if `i≤` and 0 otherwise. Pores with sizes317

less than 250µm were considered for further analysis based on visual confirmation from318

the XCT scans (Figure 1). Orthogonal scans in the z direction were also obtained and319

the pore size distribution in the z direction was found similar to that of the x direction,320

enabling us to compare cumulative distribution of pore size in x and y directions. Shown321
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Fig. 4: Empirical distribution functions showing pore sizes of different density foams in both x and y
directions. The black, green and blue curves represent the high density (HD), medium density (MD), and
low density (LD) foams, respectively. Pore size eCDFs appears to shift left as density increases.

in Figure 4 are the eCDFs which are used to identify the likely range of the pore sizes and322

trends, where Dx and Dy represent the pore diameters in x and y directions, respectively.323

This is achieved by looking at the values between the 10th and 90th percentiles. It is324

observed that the different density foams have varied sizes in the x and y directions. For325

the low density foam, the limits lie between 5 − 114µm for the x, and 6 − 142µm for326

the y directions. For the medium density foam, the limits lie between 6 − 100µm, and327

8 − 110µm for the x and y directions, respectively. For the high density foam, the pore328

sizes are found to be near spherical in nature with limits ranging from 5−75µm for both329

x and y directions. Generally, the eCDF shifts to the right as the density decreases, and330

this indicates that pore sizes are larger in the lower density foams. The eCDF curves331

also reveal that the the sizes for Dx is greater than Dy, and this is likely a result of the332

foaming direction during the manufacturing process.333
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Fig. 5: Empirical distribution functions showing wall thicknesses of different density foams in both x and
y directions. The black, green and blue curves represent the high density (HD), medium density (MD),
and low density (LD) foams, respectively. Wall thickness eCDFs appears to be similar for all densities.

4.1.2. Wall thickness characterization334

Shown in Figure 5 are the eCDFs of the wall thicknesses for all the different foams.335

Wall thickness less than 50µm were considered based on visual confirmation from XCT336

images (Figure 1). In Figure 5, tx and ty represent the wall thicknesses in x and y337

directions, respectively. The wall thickness range is measeured to be between 2µm338

and 23µm in both x and y directions for the pristine specimens, and it is is observed that339

profiles of tx and ty are similar for all the different density foams. These observations are340

made from looking at individual plots of each specimen with tx and ty on the same plot.341

Although relative differences between the different density foams are minor (< 1µm),342

these minor differences in wall thickness are to be noted.343

4.2. Compression Experiments Results344

The stress-strain responses of the different density PORON foams at quasistatic,345

intermediate, and dynamic strain rates are shown in Figure 6. The y-axis represents346

stress in megapascals in a logarithmic scale and the x-axis represents engineering strain.347
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It is to be noted that three trials for each experiment were performed for repeatability348

and representative curves are shown.

Fig. 6: Figure showing the representative stress-strain responses under quasistatic, intermediate, and
dynamic compression for different density PORON foams. The blue, green and black curves represent
the low density, medium density, and high density foams, respectively. The different strain rates are
represented by separate line styles as shown in the legend.

349

All curves show three stress regimes, namely, elastic behavior up to a yield or col-350

lapse stress (σpl), a plateau stress regime where the stress is near constant, and a densifi-351

cation regime where stress increases rapidly with increasing strain [5, 11, 23, 47]. In this352

paper, due to differences when DIC correlation is lost, different maximum strains were353

obtained throughout the experiments. From Figure 6, it is observed that the compressive354

response of the PORON foams in all the strain rate regimes exhibit a typical elastomeric355

foam behavior with some minor differences. Namely, typical foam responses have a356

sudden change in slope when the stress reaches the elastic stress limit and its value is357

easily identifiable [14, 34, 38]. For all the different densities, it was found that there358

was a gradual transition from the elastic regime to the plateau regime beginning at a359
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strain of ∼ 0.02 and plateauing at approximately 0.08 strain, which marks the range of360

yield strain for this material. Polymeric foams have a pore collapse stress (σpl, stress361

at 0.25 strain) which represent the stress when foams start to deform post elastic limit362

when loaded beyond the linear-elastic regime. The collapse of the pore structures gives363

a long, approximately horizontal plateau to the stress-strain response, where the strain364

is partially recoverable and some permanent deformation is observed to the foam mi-365

crostructure post-experiment. In this study. the elastic modulus and the pore collapse366

stress across the varied strain rates for the different density foams are tabulated in Table367

4.2. Comparing the collapse stress between the quasistatic and dynamic strain rates, the368

dynamic values are anywhere from 70 to 90 times the quasistatic values and, in the case369

of the elastic modulus, the dynamic ones are higher by 100 to 150 times.370
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5. Discussion371

In this section, first, the discussion on microstructure characterization along with372

its implications for modeling are presented, followed by the discussion of effects of373

density, and strain rate on mechanical response of these foam materials. Here, the de-374

formation mechanisms associated with the different deformation regimes are discussed.375

The damage and failure mechanisms described here are directly dependent on the foam376

microstructural length-scales [30] such as pore size and wall thickness, and measur-377

ing these parameters would help for accurate modeling of material damage at the mi-378

crostructure length-scale. The mechanisms described here mostly presents the response379

of foam under compressive loading applied in the rise direction where the cell walls380

take the bulk of the load during compression, and also applies to all the experiments381

performed in this paper.382

All three foams of different densities in this study have similar stress-strain behav-383

ior: an elastic response followed by a plateau stress stage. However, some differences384

can be noticed between the strain rates and densities in the experiments in this paper.385

For example, in quasistatic loading, the medium and the high density foam shows a386

collapse stress of ∼ 4 and ∼ 5 times larger as compared to the low density foam, respec-387

tively. For the dynamic results, all foams do not show a distinct post-collapse hardening388

transition that is common in PVC foams [11], and polystyrene foams [5], but rather389

demonstrate a larger length of the plateau stress regime that is different from what is390

observed in quasistatic loading conditions. When the specimen is loaded beyond the391

collapse stress, it is expected that larger pores get collapsed initially because of suscep-392

tibility of buckling of longer structures (cell walls) [1], and as straining continues, there393

will be fewer of the large pores since they are being crushed out. As the strain increases,394
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the average pore size decreases due to crushing out of the porosity and pore collapse of395

larger pores, which results in an increase in stress. At small pore sizes, post-collapse396

hardening occurs due to a combination of bending, axial deformation, and other forms397

of deformation like plastic deformation [30, 48]. In the tests in this paper, it is noted that398

the plateau stress and elongation of the plateau regime are found to be higher for dy-399

namic strain rates. This indicates that pore collapse increases with increasing strain rate400

[38] and, hence, the energy absorption capabilities are improved at higher strain rates401

[38, 49]. In the following sub-sections, these phenomenon and the results presented in402

the previous section are discussed in further detail and compared to existing data in the403

literature.404

5.1. Microstructure Characterization and Implications for Modelling405

From the Figures 4 and 5, it is observed that the pore size decreases with increasing406

density, whereas there is no discernible change in wall thickness with a change in den-407

sity. Knowledge of the microstructure pore size and wall thickness is important because408

these microstructure differences are related to the mechanical responses [11, 38, 50] and409

performance [5, 51] of foams. For example, it is known that smaller pore sizes are less410

prone to buckling which results in higher collapse stresses [52], which is observed in411

the present study in the HD foam which has the smallest pores and the highest collapse412

stress. In addition, it is also observed in literature that as pore size decreases, the cell413

walls become more susceptible to micro-inertia effects [5, 34, 52]. Finally, it is to be414

noted that micro-inertia effects are greater in the case of dynamic loadings, but also415

when the foam density increases [5]. This has implications for material design in im-416

pact applications such as for foams in the present study, where the HD foam is observed417

to have the highest elastic and collapse stress magnitudes and the smallest average pore418
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size of all the three density foams, and the mechanical strengths are observed to increase419

with increasing strain rate. These observations in the present study are consistent with420

the literature [5, 18, 34, 51, 52].421

Further, from the porosity measurements discussed in this paper, a linear relationship422

within 1% error was found to exist between the pore solid content (1−φ) and the density423

(ρ) of the foams give by:424

1 − φ = A ∗ ρ (3)

where the value of φ varies from 0 to 1, and when φ = 0, ρ = ρs. From a curve fit,425

the value of A is found to be equal to 8 ∗ 10−4 for the PORON foams and the density of426

solid polyurethane polymer at φ = 0 was calculated to be ρs ≈ 1250kg/m3. This value is427

close to existing data in literature for open-cell flexible polyurethane foams [30] where428

the elastic modulus of the solid polymer material at quasistatic strain rate is given as429

Es = 45MPa [30]. This value of Es will be further used to develop other empirical rela-430

tionships later in the Discussion section. Similar relationships are discussed by Brydon431

et al.[51] in their paper where they relate porosity, and volume of the bulk and parent432

polymer in an effort to determine the incompressible porosity of foam materials during433

compression.434

Next, we explore the modeling implications of probing the foam microstructure and435

discuss the necessity and advantages of including real microstructures in material mod-436

els. This is accomplished through comparing pore sizes of foams of different relative437

densities. Shown in Figure 7 are some existing trends [23, 29, 53] of pore sizes of vary-438

ing density polyurethane foams with relative densities (R = ρ/ρs) (ρs - base polymer439

density) less than 0.25, plotted along with data in the present study. Shown in Figure440

7 is a plot of average pore size vs. relative density, and both open- and closed-cell441
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foams are considered for comparison. This data was obtained from published values442

in the literature [23, 29, 53], where average pore size and foam relative densities were443

reported. Additional data exists in the form of images in other studies [9, 48, 54] but444

often only one figure is presented, and it is therefore difficult to extrapolate average445

pore sizes from them. It is to be noted that the foams used in these studies might have446

different base chemical compositions or the presence of certain additive particles dur-447

ing foaming processes [41, 42], and this contributes to the observed variation in pore448

sizes in the foams. Generally from Figure 7, it is observed that overall pore size de-449

creases with increasing relative density. It is also observed that at a similar relative450

density, closed-cell foams have relatively bigger pore sizes when compared to open-cell451

foams. For the foams in this study, it is observed that both the average pore sizes and452

pore size variability decreases with increasing relative density. In their study, Jarfelt453

et al.[29] measure pore sizes of different density foams to aid in thermal conductivity454

calculations of foam materials. In another study, Mills et al.[53] note the differences455

in microstructures with respect to closed-pore content, pore orientation and spacing,456

and pore size, and relate these parameters to foam manufacturing processes. Gener-457

ally, one of the common implications of many of these studies in literature focused on458

characterization[29, 53, 55–57] is the necessity of including such measurements of real459

microstructures in micro-mechanical modeling approaches to improve existing models,460

and we hope our data contributes to those studies.461

Finally, in the existing literature, numerical models [51, 58–60] have been developed462

for polymeric foams to predict the behavior of open-cell foam materials under compres-463

sive loading. In some models in the literature, the loading directions are arbitrary to the464

foam rise direction [58, 60], and in that case, it is observed that models do not neces-465

sarily capture the effects of microstructure. It is also observed that micro-mechanical466
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Fig. 7: Trends of average pore sizes of varying density open-cell and closed-cell polyurethane foams
with different chemical compositions/additives for foams with relative density less than 0.25. Data in the
legend is ordered based on relative density for a given study.

models based on idealized foam microstructures of either ordered[59, 61] or random467

network[49, 58, 59] of pores may not always reflect the experimental data accurately468

in one particular loading direction [58, 59]. Further, it is to be noted that the structural469

response of foams is also governed by the cell geometry (cell topology, foam density470

and anisotropy ratio) and by properties of the base polymer material [53]. Existing re-471

search on open-cell foams have also considered a wide range of pore microstructures,472

including polyhedrons, truncated octahedrons and rhombic dodecahedrons [58]. Many473

studies [47, 51, 53, 59] note a necessity of including these length scales in the constitu-474
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tive models to better predict material response. This can be achieved by generating unit475

cells based on statistics of real microstructural parameters [55] of foams such as closed-476

pore content, pore size and wall thickness, and the pore orientation and spacing. One of477

the identified contributions of the present study is that the characterization techniques478

provided in the present study can be employed directly, or improved upon, to identify479

such statistics of foam microstructures to enable better micro-mechanical modeling.480

5.2. Effect of Density on Compressive Response481

As seen from Figure 6, the collapse stress, peak stress and plateau stress increase482

with increasing material density. It is also observed from the figure that the span of483

the plateau stress regime decreases with increase in foam density. From measurements,484

it was observed that the initial stiffness increases with increase in foam density. To485

relate the mechanical properties and relative density of the polymeric foams, power-law486

relationships are commonly defined in the literature (e.g., closed-cell polymeric foams487

[11] and open-cell foams [30]):488

σpl/Es = B(ρ/ρs)m (4)

where σpl(MPa) is the collapse stress of the foam, Es(MPa) and ρs(kg/m3) are the489

elastic modulus and density of the solid base polymer material, respectively, and B and490

m are empirical fitting parameters. Gibson and Ashby [30] had initially developed a491

very similar expression based on micro-mechanical formulations for various low den-492

sity foams and found that σpl/Es ≈ (ρ/ρs)1.5 for open-cell foams and σpl/Es ≈ (ρ/ρs)2
493

for closed-cell foams. In a more recent study, Saha et al.[11] found that the power494

law constants change with loading conditions and found m to vary between 1.4-1.69495

for a strain rate range of 0.001 to 1600s−1. From both existing published data and the496
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data in this study (Table 4), the power law coefficients appear to be rate-dependent, and497

different for foams made of different base materials, with m being increasingly more498

rate-dependent for higher strain rates. The value of the pre-multiplying term B is hy-499

pothesized to depend on parameters like: open or closed cells, porosity, microstructure500

length scales (wall thickness and pore size), and the constituent material [30]. Overall,501

we note due to the differences in base material, pore structure, strain rate, and loading502

conditions, that power-law fits to describe density effects are not suitable for a wide503

range of strain rates. Next, we explore some ideas on stress scaling to predict collapse504

stress as a function of strain rate in these materials.505

5.3. Effect of Strain Rate on Compressive Response506

In this subsection, we compile mechanical property data from various open-cell [23]507

and closed-cell [11, 12, 57] foams, and compare those with our own. This data is used508

to make appropriate comparisons wherever possible, but is mainly shown to denote509

magnitude differences between materials. To assess the effect of the strain rate and510

density on mechanical response, parameters of elastic modulus and collapse stress are511

identified from the experimental results in this paper. The collapse stress and elastic512

modulus values were plotted as a function of strain rate for a range of foam densities,513

along with data from existing literature, in Figures 8 and 9. Shown in Figure 8 is the514

comparison of elastic modulus of polyurethane foams of varying densities with varying515

strain rate. From Figure 8, for open-cell foams in the literature [23], and in this study,516

it is observed that elastic modulus increases with foam density and this relationship is517

even more pronounced at higher strain rates. For the closed-cell foams in the literature518

[11, 12, 57], the elastic modulus is observed to increase with increasing foam density519

and strain rate.520
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Next, shown in Figure 9 is the comparison of collapse stress of polymeric foams of521

different densities [11, 12, 23] with varying strain rate. From the figure, the collapse522

stress is observed to increase with increasing foam density and strain rate, with higher523

strain rate dependency for open-cell foams when compared to closed-cell foams. In this524

paper, it is found that a power-law fit best describes the relationships between elastic525

modulus and, collapse stress, and strain rate:526

P(ε̇) = Cε̇α (5)

where P(ε̇) is the measured parameter (elastic modulus or collapse stress), C is the527

scaling coefficient, ε̇ is the strain rate and α is the power-law exponent. The coefficients528

for all the 3 different densities and other foams in the literature are tabulated in Table529

4, and determined using a least squares fit. It is to be noted that these coefficients were530

calculated based on measurements taken for 6 different strain rates along with 3 repeated531

measurements for each sample at each rate (total 18 tests per density). Generally, from532

Table 4 it is found that the elastic modulus and collapse stress have a scaling exponent533

of ∼ 0.3. This is believed to be associated with the dominant damage mechanism across534

these rates, which is believed to be cell wall buckling [62]. In other published literature535

[13, 23, 38], various models using logarithmic relationships were proposed:536

P(ε̇) = P(ε̇0)(1 + klog10(ε/ε̇0)) (6)

where P(ε̇) describes the effect of strain rate on various parameters like elastic modulus,537

collapse stress and energy absorption, k is a constant, and ε̇0 is the reference strain rate.538

Such relationships have been used to describe both open-cell, and closed-cell foams539
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[13, 23, 38] in the literature but this form did not fit our experimental data and so the540

power law form was pursued.541

Next, to further generalize the pore collapse strength results, we propose a scaling,542

or normalizing function motivated by previously chosen forms [63]:543

σpl

E0
= D

(
ε̇

ε̇0

)β
(7)

where σpl (MPa) is the pore collapse stress and D is a scaling coefficient. E0(MPa) is544

a characteristic modulus of the foam that is dependent on the dominant damage mecha-545

nism in the material (e.g., buckling [62]). In this case, we take E0 as the Elastic modulus546

of the foam at the lowest strain rate in this study, viewed as the characteristic stiffness547

of the foam. Attempts were made to utilize existing analytical solutions for the Young’s548

modulus of unit cells [53, 55, 64], but sufficient scaling was not achieved, likely a con-549

sequence of the oversimplification of a unit cell approach in our foam with spatially550

distributed pore sizes in both open- and closed-cell configurations. A computational551

Table 4: Power-law coefficients for elastic modulus and collapse stress for polymeric foams.

Material Density (kg/m3)
Elastic modulus Collapse stress

Reference
C α C α

Poron LD 195 1.06 0.32 0.06 0.29 Current study
Poron MD 244 1.81 0.30 0.11 0.29 Current study
Poron HD 404 4.69 0.34 0.36 0.29 Current study

EPS 61 14.84 0.01 0.90 0.024 Ouellet et al. 2006
EPS 120 22.10 0.08 2.49 0.06 Ouellet et al. 2006

HDPE 80 2.71 0.03 0.64 0.038 Ouellet et al. 2006
HDPE 110 5.08 0.02 1.05 0.03 Ouellet et al. 2006

PU 57 0.91 0.24 1.40 0.11 Koumlis et al. 2019
PU 320 87.68 0.07 5.22 0.09 Tang et al. 2017
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Fig. 8: Trends of elastic modulus of different density foams with varying strain rates under compression
loading. Data is ordered based on increasing density for a given study for open-cell foams, followed by
closed cell foams. The y axis denotes the elastic modulus (MPa), and the x axis represents strain rate
(s−1), and both the axes are represented in a logarithmic scale

modelling approach with unit cells is likely needed to unravel the solution for E0.552

Next, ε̇0(s−1) is a characteristic strain rate in equation (7). This rate is a function553

of the dominant mechanism over the rates that are being normalized, geometry, and554

material properties of the foam. The term explicitly accounts for an inherent time scale555

in the deformation problem. To define this parameter, existing studies in literature have556

considered timescales associated with damage mechanisms across varying strain rates.557

In one study, Deschanel et al. [65] used the timescale associated with rupture during558

creep tests performed on polyurethane foams. In other studies considering high rate559

loading conditions such as shock and impact [66–68], the authors discuss that the critical560

length and time scales associated with the respective deformation mechanisms depend561

on both the intrinsic material properties (dependent on sub-scale microstructure) and the562

inherent flaw distribution [69]. For our foam materials, to identify a characteristic strain563
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Fig. 9: Figure showing trends of collapse strength of different density foams with varying strain rates
under compression loading. Data is ordered based on increasing density for a given study for open-
cell foams, followed by closed cell foams. The y axis denotes the collapse stress (MPa) and the x axis
represents strain rate (s−1), and both the axes are represented in a logarithmic scale.

rate, more experiments at even higher strain rate conditions could be performed to guide564

when transitions between structural buckling (which is believed to dominate across our565

rates) and material yielding (which is believed to dominate at higher rates [54]). This566

could be coupled with numerical solutions that take into account geometry,damage,567

failure, and rate-effects in the base polymer. An analytical solution might be pursued,568

although these are believed to be to simplistic.569

Next, β in equation (7) is the power-law coefficient, and this is dependent on the570

dominant mechanism, geometry, and material properties of the foam. In this study this571

value is derived from a curve fit (β ∼ 0.3). From Figures 8 and 9, we can observe that572

this coefficient is not the same across all materials, and so a first principles solution to573

this value is likely challenging to generalize.574

Finally, shown in Figure 10 is the resulting normalized σpl/E0 for the three density575
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Fig. 10: Figure showing normalized collapse stress of different density foams with varying strain rates
under compression loading.

foams from the present study. Note that the x axis is plotted in strain rate because no576

sufficient normalizing terms for ε̇0 could be determined. From the figure, it is observed577

that the normalizing form provides sufficient collapse for theσpl. These concepts should578

be extended in the future to other foams to better generalize the approach and determine579

the coefficients.580

6. Conclusion581

The effect of density, microstructure and strain-rate on compressive response was582

explored for an open-cell polyurethane foam with varying densities of 195kg/m3, 244kg/m3,583

and 405kg/m3. Important microstructural parameters like pores sizes (5µm to 145µm)584

and wall thicknesses (2µm to 23µm) have been identified using Micro XCT and image585

processing techniques. Scaling laws to predict the effects of density and strain rate on586
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collapse stress (σpl) have been developed. The variation of the foam’s characteristic587

properties (i.e., elastic modulus (E), collapse stress(σpl), with respect to strain rate are588

expressed in terms of the characteristic property value at the reference strain rate. These589

properties are found to behave in a power-law fashion with respect to strain rate. The590

observations and inferences are supported by stress-strain curves, XCT images of pris-591

tine microstructures, and eCDFs of pore sizes and wall thicknesses. The authors believe592

that the data and curve fits to analytical equations developed in this study will serve as a593

good starting point for impactful modeling of such materials [10, 53] that predict the ef-594

fect of microstructure, density, and strain rate on the mechanical response of polymeric595

foams.596
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